
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

            2 March 2023 

  Mobilisation Agenda 

Location:  It starts here; Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia: 

 

Establishment of global administration with diverse management skills and encapsulating many 

nationalities.   

 

Essential is the capabilities to look at the big picture and then drill down to the small delivery detail. 

 

We are to look behind to identify the core and underlying cause; not just a cause but what are the drivers 

of bringing about causes that generate issues that linger for aeons without resolution.   

 

Example:  Democracy is meant to be the panacea of all politics yet it has been universally hijacked. 

 

Papua New Guinea has an electoral process of ‘buying votes’.  Candidates pay voters from kickbacks that 

they arrange from developers / builders / manufacturers on the basis that the successful candidate will 

‘award’ them contracts following election, thus capital works costs are highly inflated greatly reducing 

infrastructure programs throughout the nation.  The cycle flows on from election to election – intractably. 

 

Philippines has a limit in how long a president can hold office.  But that does not restrict a president’s 

family later holding the same office.  In fact, it now appears that two families are set to rotate the 

presidency, from term to term, between them. 

 

Indonesia has a leadership that appears imbedded within a small group of families who greatly profited 

from a despot some years ago. 

 

Australia has candidates that are frequently grossly unqualified and of insufficient consciousness to even 

warrant being nominated, yet the people elect these candidates. 

 

Worldwide, hidden controllers install their compromised candidates through the administration of global 

secret societies.  If they can’t get the leader they want then they infiltrate the management levels below.  

London appears to be more than 50% successful in anointing presidents for the United States of America. 

 

Consequently, every facet of commerce and industry is compromised and whole populations are unaware 

that their best endeavours fail to bear fruit as the objectives of a small number of invisible families 

impose their covert agendas upon everyone. 

 

All that ails any given society leads back to covert control through many agents engaging false premises – 

ten ducks in a row but one unverifiable!  It is the identification of the falsehood and then revealing the 

pathway forward that can be embraced so freedom through truth can unfold. 

  

PASCAS FOUNDATION (AUST) Ltd ABN 23 133 271 593               Bs +61 7 5594 0479 

11 Crenshaw Court          www.pascashealth.com    www.pascasworldcare.com 

Parkwood 4214     Queensland        Australia                     Em: info@financefacilities.com 
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FOOD SUPPLY and NUTRITION: 
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We look at the food supply coming from thousands and thousands of farmers only to find there are many 

choke points.  Look at the ownership of grain elevators / wheat silos throughout a country.  In USA the 

ultimate control and ownership leads back to the Rockefellers and in Europe it is to the Rothschilds.  

When you look at the thousands and thousands of different food items in supermarkets you find that they 

remarkably lead back to around a dozen major food manufacturing conglomerates and then with difficulty 

you find control and ownership is in the hands of ’The Global Food Cartel – Instrument for Starvation’ 
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/unmasking-the-global-food-cartel-is-massive-starvation-and-population-

reduction-their-next-move/ 

“10 to 12 pivotal companies, assisted by another 3 dozen, run the world’s food supply.  They are the key 

components of the Anglo-Dutch-Swiss-American cartel, which is grouped around the 2 families 

(Rothschilds and Rockefellers).” 

Again, we each can use kinesiology muscle testing and Dr David Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness scale 

to determine the energy level of factory processed foods, as he did: 

 

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/unmasking-the-global-food-cartel-is-massive-starvation-and-population-reduction-their-next-move/
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/unmasking-the-global-food-cartel-is-massive-starvation-and-population-reduction-their-next-move/
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If the food comes in factory packaging, it is expensive and of little nutritional value typically.  Fresh from 

the market is best but better still is the food grown in our home back yards! 

 

As we review the following energy calibrations we note that the more numerous are the processing steps 

in bringing our food to our tables, the further the energy and nutritional value is depleted. 

 

It goes something like this:          MoC 

                   Calibration 

Obtained absolutely fresh   energy level could be, say:    500 

Cutting it up or grinding it   process lowers energy level by 100 therefore now    400  

Cooking process    lightly stirred fried is best – baking is too long 300 

So let’s put it in a container and freeze it drop another 100 points    200 

 

Note:  The Map of Consciousness (MoC) scale is based on the common log of 10.  A 1 point variation is a 

10 fold variation.  10 points is 10,000,000,000 times increase or decrease in energy.  The above 

reductions are mind boggling drops in food nutrition and energy at each step in the processing chain. 

 

Kindly visit www.pascashealth.com then Library Download, scroll down to Nutrition and click on: 

   Pascas Care Energy Level of Food.pdf  

 

Thus, consumers of factory packaged food are being duped with products of little nutritional value at 

costs that are unwarranted and diets that are leading to obesity and diverse illnesses. 

 

HEALTH CARE and PHARMACEUTICALS: 

 

Medical science purports to have identified more than 10,000 different illnesses and consider that they 

have ‘cures’ for 500.  Medical science cannot identify the underlying cause of any illness nor the pathway 

to any cure while they do not and will not recognise our spirit body and the role that soul light has in its 

circulation from our soul to our spirit body then to our physical body and its return back to our spirit body 

and then to the soul.  Emotional injuries and errors of belief that we take on board during our early 

childhood forming years contaminate and distort our soul-light circulation bringing about issues later in 

our physical life. 

 

Consequently, there are gross inequities and erroneous platforms and procedures throughout all facets and 

sectors of the health industry. 

 

It would appear that the pharmaceutical industry in USA is ‘untouchable’ when it comes to pricing of 

drugs, yet the rest of world is able to be far more realistic in its costings. 

 

http://www.pascashealth.com/
https://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/NUTRITION/Pascas%20Care%20Energy%20Level%20of%20Food.pdf
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MODERN MEDICINE does NOT CURE 

 

The disturbance in the pristine wonderfulness of light flowing from our soul through to our spirit body 

and then to our physical body and its return back through our spirit body to the soul is the underlying 

cause of all discomfort, pain, illness and disease that emerges within our physical body.  This light flow 

disruption is the cause of miscarriage with a foetus, it is the generator of deformities in a newly born 

child, it is the generator of childhood illnesses and it is what brings about all of our physical life 

experiences, including all of our health issues. 

 

 

Medical scientists, doctors, etc., have catalogued more than 10,000 variations of the same thing.  They 

also note, or claim, that they have ‘cures’ for only 500 of these diseases.  They can and do suppress the 

symptoms of disease but until we each embrace our personal Feeling Healing then the underlying 

disruption to the soul light flow will continue to generate the disease or similar. 

 

It all commences with the infusion upon the newly arriving personality of all of the emotional injuries and 

errors of belief of a child’s parents.  This is how similar issues pass down from generation to generation. 

 

While we continue to live mind-centric and ignore and suppress our feelings, our soul based feelings, 

which are always of truth and love, then we remain entombed in this cycle of difficulty and limitation.  It 

is time for The New Way, of embracing our feelings and having our mind follow in support, not the other 

way around as it is now for all of us. 

 

 

  

SOUL PARTNERS 

Soul light passed to either personality is returned 

completely if the personality is in a perfect state.  

Imbalances occur in the spirit body and consequently 

the physical until Feeling Healing is complete. 

ONE SOUL – TWO PERSONALITIES 

 Our soul is a duplex! 

Spirit  

Body 

 

             Physical Body 

SOUL 
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EDUCATION: 

 

How to keep a population submissive is to make their pathway to finding their potential as difficult as 

possible.  We referred to the Map of Consciousness (MoC) above, it is based on the common log of 10, 

thus 1 point growth is exponential.  By us all being taught to live mind-centric we are limiting our 

potential to a ceiling of 499 MoC.  Natural love perfection is at 1,000 MoC.  To enter the Celestial 

Heavens then we are over 1,000 MoC having perfected our natural love and embraced our Heavenly 

Mother and Father’s Divine Love.  So, we have been covertly taught to live mind-centric and this is our 

typical education platform – the lecturer at the front of the room! 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Tutoring Mentoring Others 
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CONTROLLED from the MOMENT of OUR CONCEPTION: 

 

Thus, from the moment of conception we are controlled in a manner that suppresses our true personality 

and imposes barriers against true individuality, spontaneity, intuitiveness and wonderful progress in our 

potential.   

 

 

HIDDEN CONTROLLERS – both in the Physical as well as Spirit 

GOVERNMENT – Local, State and Federal plus world governing bodies 

EMPLOYMENT – All forms of employment, even when self-employed 

RELIGIOUS & SPIRITUAL – These are all centres of control, all promote living through the mind 

EDUCATION – The notion of feelings is yet to be recognised at any level sufficiently 

PARENTHOOD – Parents have no understanding of Living Feelings First 

 

The Elephant in the room is CHILDHOOD SUPPRESSION! 

 

From the moment of our conception we are absorbing our parents’ 

emotional injuries and errors of belief.  This continues relentlessly 

through to when we are six years of age.  By then we are reflecting 

the personality of one or the other of our parents, should they be 

differing between themselves.  Thus, the issues from a generation 

continue for generation after generation. 

 

This flows through to all segments of society.  Our minds are 

addicted to control, control over others and of our environment.  

Further, our mind cannot discern truth from falsehood, it is also 

addicted to untruth.  We have all been misguided to live through our 

minds and to ignore and suppress our feelings.  It is our feelings that 

are always in truth, our feelings are our source of truth. 

 

We are now to consider and embrace living feelings first with our 

minds following in support. 

 

This is the Great U-Turn! 
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EARTH CHANGES – ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES 

  

A tool engaged by hidden controllers has been and still is the 

propaganda surrounding ‘global warming’.  Yes, there is global 

warming, however its cause is not the emission of CO2 into the 

atmosphere by human activity. 

 

That is correct.  Increased CO2 is increasing food production 

and is not in any way a threat to anyone! 

 

The hidden controllers’ covert agenda has been to reduce the 

numbers of humanity by a factor of several billions and the tool 

of starvation is one of their pathways.   

 

All the people of all the populations are being told that we are 

damaging the atmosphere causing global warming when the 

heating is unfolding at and from the core of Earth.  Yes, down 

there in the core of Earth – not up there in the atmosphere!  

Energy surges transmitted throughout the universe have been 

absorbed into the core of Earth thus slightly increasing the 

cores activity and rotation. 

 

Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven, John’s grandmother:  

“Also you might like to know, the Earth itself is starting to 

change its rotation speed and is slightly moving on its axis, 

thereby causing shifts in surface weather patterns as warming 

and cooling takes effect, it is just happening in different places 

than how it has been and these changes are coming from the 

core that’s being affected by greater space changes.  There are 

always massive pressures and forces affecting every part of 

natural creation, and so the world and all space and all that’s within it.  And as David (Montaigne) points 

out, observers have observed that things remain the same, or at least seem to be the same, although with 

minute incremental changes, all of which culminate in periodic, large swift changes.  And so humanity is 

coming into a time of rapid change, and on all levels, not just the physical or spiritual.” 
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Paul Noel, research scientist 6 level 2 UAH 2008-2014:  You see plants spend a very massive amount of 

their life energy pumping water into their bodies to make their life work.  To do photosynthesis they must 

breathe in (passively) CO2.  This is done by opening little openings called stomata on the bottom of their 

leaves. With these openings exposed water evaporates endangering the plant.  Plants, as a result, trade 

water for CO2.  The increase of CO2 in the atmosphere from about 320 ppm (0.032%) to 420 ppm 

(0.042%) has raised the efficiency of our crops and trees by about 300%.  To be plain the CO2 is an 

amazing blessing.  

 

CO2 does not warm up the Earth, it cools it slightly. 

 

The proper calculation of this greening is that it has increased in efficiency as well and is more than 10 

times more efficient than it was.  It also covers about 30% more land than it did worldwide.  You would 

have to be a lunatic to want to imagine that this is a bad thing!  Air pollution is, for the most part, a thing 

of the past.  The deserts of the world are shrinking!  Everything the Environmentalists are telling you 

about CO2 is a lie.  They are “cooking the books” to tell their lies. 
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The reality of CO2 is shown in this graphic.  Each of these pots of plants was grown in a carefully  

identical pot with identical water, light and soil.  The only variable was the atmosphere they lived in was 

very carefully controlled in percentage of CO2.  The simple fact is that below 200 ppm in this experiment 

the plants were unable to fruit, thus any plant grown about 150 ppm CO2 or below would go extinct.  It is 

impossible to sustain life without plants, so this is the death of life on Earth. 

 

The wish to stop the rise of CO2 is historically ignorant, geologically stupid and amazingly foolish for the 

future of life on Earth.  CO2 is life and the Earth didn’t overheat from it at nearly 1% (which is probably 

impossible to reach if we burned all carbon based fuel sources up).  By the way, levels up to 1% 

commonly occur inside occupied buildings.  Levels up to 3% are tolerated inside submarines at times.  

The reality is that human beings work well with CO2 and any fears of it are nonsense. 

 

Desertification by 2050:  The trends are in the opposite direction.  The most likely scenario is that about 

30% of the Gobi Desert will be step land or forest and the Sahara Desert will be about 15% reduced.  

There will be some gains in the Saudi Desert area with it being a few percent reduced.  Deserts are 

shrinking, crops are increasing, Earth is greening, and fertiliser need is decreasing.  If this trend continues 

Earth will be more hospitable in 2050. 

 

Kindly go to www.pascashealth.com, then Library Download page, scroll down to Corporate Foundation 

Documents, and click on to open: 

 

   Pascas WorldCare Earth Changes Environmental Changes.pdf 

http://www.pascashealth.com/
https://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/CORPORATE%20FOUNDATION%20DOCUMENTS/Pascas%20WorldCare%20Earth%20Changes%20Environmental%20Changes.pdf
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What will make people realise the truth about anthropogenic global warming? 

https://www.quora.com/               23 February 2023 

Paul Noel; Former Research Scientist 6 Level 2 UAH (2008–2014) University of Alabama in Huntsville: 

There is no anthropogenic global warming!  It doesn’t exist.  Scientists use the word “anthropogenic” in 

referring to environmental change caused or influenced by people, either directly or indirectly. 

Here is the hard core data on the Global Satellite Temperature vs Global Warming Data. 

There has been no significant change in temperature (Noise level) and there has been a big run up of CO2 

the two are not related.  Sorry you can see the whole claim right here. 

Yes, what will make you realise the truth that there is no Anthropogenic Global Warming? 

This is from December 1978 to January 2023 Data!  Live and hot off the websites!  NOAA Hawaii 

Observatory and UAH Satellite Data.  UAH processes the Satellite data from NASA under contract 

directly.  This is the source! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The CO2 went up and temperature ignored it!   

https://www.quora.com/
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RELIGIONS 

 

We have mentioned that the Rebellion commenced 200,000 years ago and then the Default followed more 

than 38,000 years ago and that is now to end.  The commencement of the ending was through James 

Padgett with around 250 Celestial Spirits writing through James Padgett commencing on 31 May 1914 

and concluding in 1923.  Since then there has been The Urantia Book (TUB) 1925 to 1935 and the most 

important of writings are those through James Moncrief commencing 2002.  Other writings complement 

these works.  Amongst these Celestial Spirits with their messages have been Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, 

Paul, Peter, Judas, Mary Magdalene and Jesus.  They have each commented on the writings attributed to 

them in the New Testament, they have addressed errors and major omissions.  These are now collated and 

added to the New Testament documents, kindly go to www.pascashealth.com , then the Library 

Download page, then scroll down to Medical – Soul Condition & Health and click on to open: 

 

   Bible New Testament Matthew Peshitta Lamsa.pdf  

   Bible New Testament Revelation Mary Magdalene.pdf  

   Bible New Testament Review - Part I.pdf  

   Bible New Testament Review - Part II.pdf  

 

As the doors open to factual information and we are able to discern the realities of deception, however 

slight it may be, we can stand back and see that all platforms and long held understandings have been 

distorted to hold us in a restrained condition for the objectives of hidden controllers. 

 

Truth is always the same, so then why have we around 3,400 significant religions and with their minor 

denominations we have some 50,000 options of the one truth to choose from?  All of them lead us to be 

mind-centric and none embrace living through our feelings and so, we are not provided with guidance to 

expressing our feelings and Feeling Healing.  The availability of Divine Love was introduced to us by the 

presence of Jesus and Mary Magdalene, yet that knowledge was lost at the time of the Nicaean Council in 

325 CE.  The availability of Divine Love was reintroduced through the Padgett Messages (1914 – 1923). 

  

 

Firstly, consider discovering the truth of your emotional pain through Feeling Healing. 

Secondly, consider longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love as you progress with your healing. 

Primary and most important readings are the writings of James Moncrief.  

Then consider the Padgett Messages, and then The Urantia Book. 

 

TRANSITIONING HUMANITY 

 

As we consider the needs of a community, and consequently that of a nation, we are to look behind their 

traditions, customs, norms, practices and ethnicity.  We are to discern their psychic barriers.  We are to 

look to their past, their history and migration patterns, including currently.  As we get to know each other 

then we can better tailor and communicate what we are to share.  

 

http://www.pascashealth.com/
https://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20-%20SOUL%20CONDITION%20%26%20HEALTH/Bible%20New%20Testament%20Matthew%20Peshitta%20Lamsa.pdf
https://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20-%20SOUL%20CONDITION%20%26%20HEALTH/Bible%20New%20Testament%20Revelation%20Mary%20Magdalene.pdf
https://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20-%20SOUL%20CONDITION%20%26%20HEALTH/Bible%20New%20Testament%20Review%20-%20Part%20I.pdf
https://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20-%20SOUL%20CONDITION%20%26%20HEALTH/Bible%20New%20Testament%20Review%20-%20Part%20II.pdf
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When we are to look at food security, we are to look at the environment of the region which the nation 

may be within.  When we look at water security then it is not limited to the boundaries of the nation.  We 

are to look at the whole region of the water catchment and all of its downstream involvements.  Thus, we 

are to engage with all the nations involved, its people and consider all aspects of what and who is 

involved. 

 

Presently, the war between Russia and Ukraine (2022-2023) has disrupted something like 18% of the 

grain distribution around the world.  However, the grain distribution from Russia and Ukraine is greatly 

affecting food security throughout Africa which is the most food insecure region in the world.   

 

Food Incorporated Stewardship for Hunger (FISH) is a global operation addressing food security.  Water 

is a prime issue.  Potable water is incredibly important – it is the foundation of life and living. 

 

Localised solutions on anything we consider is not enough.  Solutions must bloom out and be consistently 

providing the pathways for the neighbours until the neighbourhood is all of the world’s population. 

 

Pascas Foundation (Aust) Limited mobilisation agenda is universal and though it focuses upon key 

sectors of service, nothing is excluded. 

 

From education comes all that is beneficial to humanity.  Education and health services are prime 

considerations for Pascas.   

 

Inadequate housing: Pascas has focused upon housing for domestic violence victims which embraces 

homelessness.  Inadequate housing involves the provision of potable water, clean power and 

communications including access to internet which is now universally important for education. 

 

Thus, the needs of any family within any community, within any state or nation, all around the world, 

becomes a consideration that Pascas and its associated entities may contribute to resolving. 
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Presently, year 2022, governments around the world spend more than US$2 trillion on military, yet they 

cannot find US$50 billion for humanitarian aid. 

 

Should this priority in spending be reversed, then most of what ails society would be resolved.  

  

Yet the world presently appears to be marching lockstep to the tune of World War III unfolding.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Never is hatred, nor discord, nor war among men justified – no matter 

what the cause – and if men will only learn the Truth there will never 

exist such feelings or acts.  Militarism is all wrong. Jesus 25 December 1915 
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Pascas Foundation supports the development of emergency services that are to be readily deployable 

anywhere in the world at any time.  These are units that would be engaged in normal commercial 

applications throughout commerce on the understanding that the equipment and people engaged in their 

operation would be available for transfer to where they may be required on almost no notice.  The 

boundaries of tectonic plates bring about the greatest emergency response demands. 

Lurking in the shallow waters of the Pacific Ocean is the potential for the surfacing of a future continent.  

This maybe likely to unfold as a consequence of a poll shift and associated Earth change events.  
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PASCAS FOUNDATION (Aust) Limited 

 

Considering each Pascas Foundation (nation / region) Ltd engages on average with 25 million people then 

320 separate Pascas Foundation entities would be established to support 8 billion people.  At a program 

budget of around US$3.125 billion each for the first five years, this is already a US$1 trillion agenda. 

 

GLOBAL ADMINISTRATION – HELP OFFICE: 

 

Executive directors – those with an overall understanding of Pascas and what it is to deliver. 

Executive administration team – able to manage all aspects of Pascas worldwide. 

Economist and researchers – each nation and their people are to be understood. 

Compliance, Investigation, Audit (CIA) squad – good behaviour is rewarded.  

Public relations, marketing, communications and promotion.  Graphics development.  

Proofing, editing and finalisation of Pascas Papers – existing and further papers. 

Translation of Pascas Papers – possibly 80 significant languages.  Graphics redevelopment. 

Nation oversight and support – translators may transition into this role as countries come into operation. 

Building and Development – planning, design development, costing, construction oversight, cost control. 

Information Technology – local and global – internet – websites – internal systems. 

Writing and communications – publication of all materials in all formats and multiple languages. 

Movie production and Music – short video clips through to full length feature movies. 

Museum Delivery – major and minor formats – possibly more than 24 segments – and nation specific. 

Education – curriculum development – modifications to incorporate Living Feelings First. 

Education facilities – universities, TAFE, schools and pre-schooling. 

Social Housing – domestic violence, homelessness, addressing sub-standard housing, etc. 

Pascas Village – local and overseas. 

Health – medical clinics through to hospitals. 

 This local ‘help office’ team(s) may need to engage more than 200 people to commence with! 

 

Significant elements for PASCAS – PIMPAMA VILLAGE includes: 

1. PASCAS UNIVERSITY   5,000 student campus 

2. PASCAS SANCTUARY HOSPITAL 300 beds, 12 operating theatres 

3. MOVIE CITY     6 studios, 4 production houses, 3D facility 

4. PASCAS MUSEUM – JOURNEY of HUMANITY  3 day visitation 

5. SANCTUARY PARADISE VILLAGE accommodation and permaculture 

6. PASCAS VILLAGE HUB   shopping and administration offices 

7. PASCAS LIBRARY and COMMUNITY FACILITIES  university to public facility 

8. PASCAS THEATRE – AUDITORIUM  (900 seating capacity) 

9. CHALDI TAFE COLLEGE   technical and further education 

10. CHALDI COLLEGE     primary, middle and high school 

11. CHALDI CHILD CARE CENTRE  pre-school 

12. PASCAS PARADISE GARDENS  various nationalities represented 

13. SPORTING FIELDS    for university, school, residents and community 

14. PASCAS VILLAGE AQUATICS   Olympics and world championships 

15. PASCAS CENTRE for ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES 20 hectare industrial research 

16. SUPER MEDICAL CLINIC   diagnostics and annexed to hospital 

17. PASCAS TELEVISION and INTERNET   global communications 

18. PASCAS RESIDENCES   for medi-hotel, movie production, students and sanctuary 

19. CAR PARKS undercover provisioning all elements – pedestrians and bicycles considered 

20. SITE WORKS to set the stage and foundations for all of the above. 
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Nation:    Population   

Australia (BP & FF)   26,285,000 

(BP & FF – business plan and financial feasibility) 

AUSTRALIA – Initial Program   USD pa Yr 1, Yr 2, Yr 3, Yr 4, Yr 5 USD 5 Years 
World Headquarters & Administration 50,000,000 100%  110%  120%  130%  140% 300,000,000 

Gold Coast (Pimpama Village) World Facilities   10,000,000,000 

Paradise Village Australia (3 with 1,000 people) 500,000,000    1,500,000,000 

Education projects throughout Australia 1,000,000,000  5,000,000,000 

Health Clinics / hospitals throughout Australia 1,000,000,000   5,000,000,000 

Domestic Violence social housing Australia  1,000,000,000  5,000,000,000 

Recurrent Costs 80,000,000 100%  120%  140%  160%  180% 600,000,000 

TOTAL   USD 27,400,000,000 
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Nation:      

ANGOLA – Initial Program   USD pa Yr 1, Yr 2, Yr 3, Yr 4, Yr 5 USD 5 Years 
Angola Headquarters & Administration 5,000,000 100%  110%  120%  130%  140% 30,000,000 

Angola Cooperatives, Sand Dams & Orphanages 100,000,000  500,000,000 

Paradise Village Angola (1 with 1,000 people) 500,000,000    500,000,000 

Education projects throughout Angola 300,000,000  1,500,000,000 

Health Clinics / hospitals throughout Angola 200,000,000   1,000,000,000 

Domestic Violence social housing Angola  200,000,000  1,000,000,000 

Recurrent Costs 80,000,000 100%  120%  140%  160%  180% 600,000,000 

TOTAL   USD  5.130,000,000 

     Population 

Angola (BP & FF)   35,566,000      

Democratic Republic of Congo 96,737,000 Nations may be encouraged to collaborate 

Namibia      2,662,000      in groups of three or as practical. 

 

South Africa    61,281,000 

Lesotho      2,187,000 

Eswatini (Swaziland)     1,191,000 

 

Madagascar    29,568,000 

Mauritius      1,277,000 

Mozambique    33,565,000 

 

Botswana      2,477,000 

Zimbabwe    15,434,000 

Zambia    19,744,000 

 

Malawi    20,432,000 

Tanzania    64,222,000 

Seychelles           99,953 
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Nation:       

CARIBBEAN SIDS – Initial Program USD pa Yr 1, Yr 2, Yr 3, Yr 4, Yr 5 USD 5 Years 
Caribbean SIDS Headquarters & Administration 5,000,000 100%  110%  120%  130%  140% 30,000,000 

Humanity Journey, Street Kids, Cooperatives etc 250,000,000  1,250,000,000 

Paradise Village Caribbean (3 with 1,000 people) 500,000,000    1,500,000,000 

Education projects throughout eastern Caribbean 1,000,000,000  5,000,000,000 

Health Clinics / hospitals throughout Caribbean 500,000,000   2.500,000,000 

Domestic Violence social housing Caribbean  200,000,000  1,000,000,000 

Recurrent Costs 80,000,000 100%  120%  140%  160%  180% 600,000,000 

TOTAL   USD 11,880,000,000 

Caribbean (SIDS) (BP & FF)  Population  (SIDS – small island developing states) 

OECS (Organisation East Caribbean States) 

Anguilla         15,003 

Antigua and Barbuda    93,763 

British Virgin Islands        30,231 

Dominica Commonwealth       72,737 (lead nation for Pascas) 

Grenada    125,438 

Martinique    367,507 

Montserrat           4,992 

Saint Kitts and Nevis      47,657 

Saint Lucia       179,857 

Saint Vincent and the Grenadines    103,948 

CARICOM (The Caribbean Community and Common Market) 

Aruba      106,766 

Bahamas      411,539 

Barbados         281,635 

Belize  (mainland groups) 

Bermuda           61,672 

Cayman Islands         65,722 

Guyana (mainland groups) 

Jamaica      2,825,822 

Netherlands Antilles             26,223 

Puerto Rico      3,255,516     

Saint Barthelemy            9,877 

Saint Maarten           38,666 

Suriname         (mainland groups) 

Trinidad and Tobago    1,532,599 

Turks and Caicos Island        38,717 

United States Virgin Islands       104,425 

CUBA     11,204,418 (stand alone agenda) 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC  11,281,678 (stand alone agenda) 

HAITI     11,653,399 (stand alone agenda) 
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Nation: 

COLOMBIA – Initial Program USD pa Yr 1, Yr 2, Yr 3, Yr 4, Yr 5 USD 5 Years 
Colombia Headquarters & Administration 5,000,000 100%  110%  120%  130%  140% 30,000,000 

Humanity Journey, Street Kids, Cooperatives etc 250,000,000  1,250,000,000 

Paradise Village Colombia (1 with 1,000 people) 500,000,000    500,000,000 

Education projects throughout Colombia 1,000,000,000  5,000,000,000 

Health Clinics / hospitals throughout Colombia 500,000,000   2.500,000,000 

Domestic Violence social housing Colombia  200,000,000  1,000,000,000 

Recurrent Costs 80,000,000 100%  120%  140%  160%  180% 600,000,000 

TOTAL   USD 10,880,000,000 

     Population 

Colombia (BP & FF)   52,313,000  

Panama      4,493,000     Nations may be encouraged to collaborate   

Venezuela    28,223,000      in groups of three or as practical.  

 

Guatemala   18,789,000 

Belize          416,660 

El Salvador      6,572,000 

Honduras    10,320,000 

Nicaragua      6,832,000 

Costa Rica      5,217,000 

 

Ecuador    18,350,000 

Peru      34,182,000 

Bolivia  12,100,000 

 

Guyana         796,550  

Suriname       612,985 

French Guiana         319,100 

 

Brazil               216,544,000 

 

Chile     19,548,000 

Paraguay    7,363,000  

Uruguay      3,505,000 

Argentina    46,288,000 

Falkland Islands            3,747 
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Nation:     

INDIA UP – Initial Program USD pa Yr 1, Yr 2, Yr 3, Yr 4, Yr 5 USD 5 Years 
Uttar Pradesh Headquarters & Administration 5,000,000 100%  110%  120%  130%  140% 30,000,000 

Humanity Journey, Street Kids, Cooperatives etc 500,000,000  2,500,000,000 

Paradise Village UP (3 with 1,000 people) 500,000,000    1,500,000,000 

Education projects throughout Uttar Pradesh 1,000,000,000  5,000,000,000 

Health Clinics / hospitals throughout UP 1,000,000,000   5,000,000,000 

Domestic Violence social housing Uttar Pradesh  1,000,000,000  5,000,000,000 

Recurrent Costs 80,000,000 100%  120%  140%  160%  180% 600,000,000 

TOTAL   USD 19,630,000,000 

     Population 

India (Uttar Pradesh) (BP & FF) 1,415,792,000 

Uttar Pradesh       235,600,000     

India has 28 states and 8 union territories in the country.  Uttar Pradesh is the most populated state. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

India will need at least another 

1,500 universities by 2030. 

 

The UK India Business Council in 

its report titled ‘Beyond the Top 

200 – Effective International 

Collaboration for Indian Higher 

Education’ has stated that by 

2030, India will have the largest 

number of people of college-

going age – a staggering 140 

million.  Of the 959 higher 

education institutions across India 

today, 736 universities currently 

educate 28.6 million.  (40,000 per 

university campus.) 
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Nation:     

INDONESIA – Initial Program USD pa Yr 1, Yr 2, Yr 3, Yr 4, Yr 5 USD 5 Years 
Indonesia Headquarters & Administration 5,000,000 100%  110%  120%  130%  140% 30,000,000 

Humanity Journey, Street Kids, Cooperatives etc 500,000,000  2.500,000,000 

Paradise Village Indonesia (3 with 1,000 people) 500,000,000    1,500,000,000 

Education projects throughout Indonesia 1,000,000,000  5,000,000,000 

Health Clinics / hospitals throughout Indonesia  1,000,000,000   5,000,000,000 

Domestic Violence social housing Indonesia  1,000,000,000  5,000,000,000 

Recurrent Costs 80,000,000 100%  120%  140%  160%  180% 600,000,000 

TOTAL   USD 19,630,000,000 

     Population 

Indonesia (BP & FF)   281,145,000 

(BP & FF – business plan and financial feasibility) 
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Nation: 

PHILIPPINES – Initial Program USD pa Yr 1, Yr 2, Yr 3, Yr 4, Yr 5 USD 5 Years 
Philippines Headquarters & Administration 5,000,000 100%  110%  120%  130%  140%  30,000,000 

Humanity Journey, Street Kids, Cooperatives etc 500,000,000  2,500,000,000 

Paradise Village Philippines (3 for 1,000 people) 500,000,000    1,500,000,000 

Education projects throughout Philippines 1,000,000,000  5,000,000,000 

Health Clinics / hospitals throughout Philippines 1,000,000,000   5,000,000,000 

Domestic Violence social housing Philippines  1,000,000,000  5,000,000,000 

Recurrent Costs 80,000,000 100%  120%  140%  160%  180% 600,000,000 

TOTAL   USD 19,630,000,000 

  Population 

Philippines (BP & FF)  113,425,000 

 

 

 

 

 

Homelessness – consider: 

 

In each district, the city to 

maintain a strict housing mix to 

limit social segregation: 25% 

social housing, 30% subsidised 

purchase, and 45% private 

sector.  Insist on no visible 

external differences between 

private and public housing 

stock, and set no maximum 

income ceiling on its social 

housing tenants. 

 

Invest heavily in homelessness 

prevention, setting up special 

teams to advise and help tenants 

in danger of losing their homes 

to reduce evictions. 
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Nation: 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA – Program USD pa Yr 1, Yr 2, Yr 3, Yr 4, Yr 5 USD 5 Years 
PNG Headquarters & Administration 5,000,000 100%  110%  120%  130%  140% 30,000,000 

Humanity Journey, Street Kids, Cooperatives etc 500,000,000  1,500,000,000 

Paradise Village PNG (1 with 1,000 people) 500,000,000    500,000,000 

Education projects throughout PNG 1,000,000,000  5,000,000,000 

Health Clinics / hospitals throughout PNG 500,000,000   2.500,000,000 

Domestic Violence social housing PNG 250,000,000  1,250,000,000 

Recurrent Costs 80,000,000 100%  120%  140%  160%  180% 600,000,000 

TOTAL   USD 11,380,000,000 

     Population 

Papua New Guinea (BP & FF) 9,393,388 

(BP & FF – business plan and financial feasibility) 
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Nation: 

SOLOMON ISLANDS – Program USD pa Yr 1, Yr 2, Yr 3, Yr 4, Yr 5 USD 5 Years 
SI Headquarters & Administration 5,000,000 100%  110%  120%  130%  140% 30,000,000 

Humanity Journey, Street Kids, Cooperatives etc 250,000,000  1,250,000,000 

Paradise Village SI (1 with 1,000 people) 500,000,000    500,000,000 

Education projects throughout Solomon Islands  300,000,000   1,500,000,000 

Health Clinics / hospitals throughout SI  300,000,000   1.500,000,000 

Domestic Violence social housing SI  200,000,000  1,000,000,000 

Recurrent Costs 80,000,000 100%  120%  140%  160%  180% 600,000,000 

TOTAL   USD 6,380,000,000 

     Population 

Solomon Islands (BP & FF)  731,260  

Cook Islands 17,600 

Federated States of Micronesia 115,003 

Fiji     936,375 

French Polynesia (Tahiti)  308,872 

Guam     172,760 

Kiribati   124,285 

Marshall Islands     41,996 

Micronesia    115,224 

Nauru       12,780 

New Caledonia   292,991 

Northern Mariana     58,464 

Palau       18,058  

Samoa 202,000 

Tonga     107,773 

Tuvalu       11,396 

Vanuatu   334,506  

Wallis and Futuna     11,502 
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Nation: 

SRI LANKA – Initial Program USD pa Yr 1, Yr 2, Yr 3, Yr 4, Yr 5 USD 5 Years 
World Headquarters & Administration 5,000,000 100%  110%  120%  130%  140% 30,000,000 

Humanity Journey, Street Kids, Cooperatives etc 250,000,000  1,250,000,000 

Paradise Village Sri Lanka (1with 1,000 people) 500,000,000    500,000,000 

Education projects throughout Sri Lanka 1,000,000,000  5,000,000,000 

Health Clinics / hospitals throughout Sri Lanka 1,000,000,000   5,000,000,000 

Domestic Violence social housing Sri Lanka  500,000,000  2,500,000,000 

Recurrent Costs 80,000,000 100%  120%  140%  160%  180% 600,000,000 

TOTAL   USD 14,880,000,000 

  Population 

Sri Lanka (BP & FF)  21,650,000   

Maldives       565,750 

(BP & FF – business plan and financial feasibility) 
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Nation: 

UKRIANE – Initial Program USD pa Yr 1, Yr 2, Yr 3, Yr 4, Yr 5 USD 5 Years 
Ukraine Headquarters & Administration 5,000,000 100%  110%  120%  130%  140% 30,000,000 

Humanity Journey, Street Kids, Cooperatives etc 1,000,000,000  5,000,000,000 

Paradise Village Ukraine (1 with 1,000 people) 500,000,000   500,000,000 

Education projects throughout Ukraine 1,000,000,000  5,000,000,000 

Health Clinics / hospitals throughout Ukraine 1,000,000,000    5,000,000,000 

Domestic Violence social housing Ukraine  1,000,000,000  5,000,000,000 

Recurrent Costs 80,000,000 100%  120%  140%  160%  180% 600,000,000 

TOTAL   USD 21,130,000,000 

 

 

     Population 

Ukraine (BP & FF)   44,600,000 

Moldova (including Transnistria)   4,364,000 

Transnistria   731,000 

Romania    19,500,000  
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Nation: 

UNITED STATES – Initial Program USD pa Yr 1, Yr 2, Yr 3, Yr 4, Yr 5 USD 5 Years 
USA Headquarters & Administration 20,000,000 100%  110%  120%  130%  140% 120,000,000 

Humanity Journey, Street Kids, Cooperatives etc 500,000,000  2,500,000,000 

Paradise Village USA (3 with 1,000 people) 500,000,000    1,500,000,000 

Education projects in regions of USA 1,500,000,000  7,500,000,000 

Health Clinics / hospitals in regions of USA 1,500,000,000   7.500,000,000 

Domestic Violence social housing in USA  2,000,000,000  10,000,000,000 

Recurrent Costs 80,000,000 100%  120%  140%  160%  180% 600,000,000 

TOTAL   USD 29,720,000,000 

Education Homelessness focus Population 

United States America (BP & FF) 336,120,000 

 

California      39,029,342   

Oregon        4,240,137   

Washington State       7,864,400 

 

New York     19,840,000 

New Jersey        9,438,124 

Connecticut        3,594,478 

Massachusetts        6,794,422 

Rhode Island        1,052,567 

Maine         1,328,361 

New Hampshire       1,389,000 

Vermont           641,637     

 

The New England region consists of Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island as well as Maine, 

New Hampshire, and Vermont. 

 

Florida       21,538,000 
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https://www.cntraveler.com/galleries/2015-11-11/the-worlds-most-spectacular-stained-glass  

https://www.cntraveler.com/galleries/2015-11-11/the-worlds-most-spectacular-stained-glass
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PASCAS FOUNDATION (Aust) Limited Mobilisation Agenda: 

The worldwide program is to open operations with these primary Business Plan and Financial Feasibility 

agendas: 

INITIAL PROGRAMS USD  Yr 1, Yr 2, Yr 3, Yr 4, Yr 5 USD 5 Years 
Headquarters & Administration  100%  110%  120%  130%  140% 720,000,000 

Worldwide Facilities Centre   10,000,000,000 

Humanity Journey, Street Kids, Cooperatives etc   22,000,000,000 

Paradise Village  (each for 1,000 people) 500,000,000  12,000,000,000 

Education projects    55,500,000,000 

Health Clinics / hospitals     47.500,000,000 

Domestic Violence social housing    42,750,000,000 

Recurrent Costs  100%  120%  140%  160%  180% 7,200,000,000 

TOTAL   USD 197,670,000,000 

 

INITIAL PROGRAMS for  USD 5 yrs  USD 5 yrs 
Australia incorporating worldwide facilities 27,400,000,000 Angola 5,130,000,000 

Caribbean SIDS 11,880,000,000 Colombia 10,880,000,000 

India UP 19,630,000,000 Indonesia  19,630,000,000 

Philippines 19,630,000,000 Papua New Guinea 11,380,000,000 

Solomon Islands 6,380,000,000 Sri Lanka  14,880,000,000 

Ukraine  21,130,000,000 United States America 27,720,000,000 

    

TOTAL   USD 197,670,000,000 

 

INITIAL PROGRAMS for  Start Now  Start Now 
Australia incorporating worldwide facilities READY Angola Preparing 

Caribbean SIDS READY Colombia Preparing 

India UP READY Indonesia Preparing 

Philippines Preparing Papua New Guinea READY 

Solomon Islands Preparing Sri Lanka  Preparing 

Ukraine  READY United States America READY 

    

     

 

This is a global agenda without boundary restrictions in the order of US$1 trillion addressing foundational 

errors of truth that retard the evolutionary growth and development of all societies, without exception, 

that now can be addressed to mitigate all that ails each and every society around the world in such a 

manner that peace, prosperity, ingenuity, spontaneity and truthful free expression of one’s true personality 

can now unfold.  It is a Great U-Turn in how we live and that is living feelings first with our mind to 

follow which is in contrast to how we all have been guided to live for past aeons. 

 

Kindly visit www.pascashealth.com, then go to Library Download pages, scroll a long way down to 

Corporate Alliances and click on to open: 

   Pascas Foundation (Aust) Ltd Corporate Alliances 2022.pdf  

   Pascas Foundation (Aust) Ltd Mobilisation Agenda.pdf  

 

Also in the Pascas Care Letters section: 

   Pascas Care Letters Solutions thru Revelations.pdf  

  

http://www.pascashealth.com/
https://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/CORPORATE%20ALLIANCES/Pascas%20Foundation%20%28Aust%29%20Ltd%20Corporate%20Alliances%202022.pdf
https://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/CORPORATE%20ALLIANCES/Pascas%20Foundation%20%28Aust%29%20Ltd%20Corporate%20Alliances%202022.pdf
https://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/PASCAS%20CARE%20LETTERS/Pascas%20Care%20Letters%20Solutions%20thru%20Revelations.pdf
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This is a US$1 trillion global humanitarian program without borders or boundaries! 

There are 193 independent countries recognised by the United Nations, as well as two observer states 

(Palestine and Vatican City).  When other nations and territories are included, there are 330 individual 

entities in the world. 

For example, while the UN recognises the United Kingdom as one country, its individual nations of 

England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland appear on the list of 330 nations but not the United 

Kingdom.  While the British Virgin Islands, Bermuda, Moldova’s Transnistria, or Australia’s Lord Howe 

Island, and so many others are hardly independent countries, they are sufficiently separate from their 

country of rule to count as one of the 330 nations. 

Further, larger nations may break up into numerous smaller nations thus further increasing the number of 

independent nations.  Conversely, boundaries and borders may come down. 
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